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Digital Photography: 99 Easy Tips To Make You Look Like A Pro!McGraw-Hill, 2002
Get tips and advice for taking better pictures with your digital camera from expert photographer Ken Milburn. Discover all the cool things you can do--like  making panoramas, short movies, rapid shot sequences for Web animations, instant greeting cards (both in print and for the Web), restoring and retouching photos--and much more.      
...
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iOS Development with Flash: Your visual blueprint for developing Apple appsVisual, 2010

	This book is for intermediate-to-advanced Flash
	developers who want to use their knowledge of Flash
	and ActionScript to develop iPhone applications.


	Use your Flash skills to create popular apps for Apple products


	The new version of Flash allows you to export your developed applications as iOS apps, which can...
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Dreamweaver CS6: The Missing Manual (Missing Manuals)O'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		Websites evolve every year, growing in scope and complexity, with new
	
		features popping up to make sites look and work ever better. Even people
	
		building personal sites use various programming languages and server
	
		technologies to dish up content.
	


	
		Throughout its history, Dreamweaver has managed to...
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Microsoft Dynamics CRM Customization Essentials (Professional Expertise Distilled)Packt Publishing, 2014

	Use a no-code approach to create powerful business solutions using Dynamics CRM 2015


	About This Book

	
		Master the skills necessary to customize your system using the wizard driven capabilities of Dynamics CRM platform
	
		Use Business rules and flows to enforce and visually enhance the user...
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Teach Yourself VISUALLY PowerPoint 2016 (Teach Yourself VISUALLY (Tech))Visual, 2015

	The uncomplicated PowerPoint guide designed specifically for visual learners


	Are you a visual learner who wants to spend more time working on your presentations than trying to figure out how to create them? Teach Yourself Visually PowerPoint offers you an effortless approach to creating winning...
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Mobile User Experience: Patterns to Make Sense of it AllMorgan Kaufmann, 2013

	This is your must-have resource to the theoretical and practical concepts of mobile UX. You’ll learn about the concepts and how to apply them in real-world scenarios. Throughout the book, the author provides you with 10 of the most commonly used archetypes in the UX arena to help illustrate what mobile UX is and how you can master it as...
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Teach Yourself VISUALLY Astronomy (Teach Yourself VISUALLY Consumer)Visual, 2008
From dramatic lunar eclipses to brilliant comets, the night sky fascinates people. Brimming with beautiful color
photos, this book walks you through everything you need to know to maximize your enjoyment of astronomy, from choosing a telescope to identifying constellations and planets. Whether you're a student, hobbyist, or lifelong stargazer,...
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Java(TM) Puzzlers : Traps, Pitfalls, and Corner CasesAddison Wesley, 2005
How well do you really know Java? Are you a code sleuth? Have  you ever spent days chasing a bug caused by a trap or pitfall in Java or its  libraries? Do you like brainteasers? Then this is the book for you!

In the tradition of Effective  Java™, Bloch and Gafter dive...
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Head First PMP: A Brain-Friendly Guide to Passing the Project Management Professional ExamO'Reilly, 2009
Learn the latest principles and certification objectives in The PMBOK Guide, Fourth Edition, in a unique and inspiring way with Head First PMP . The second edition of this book helps you prepare for the PMP certification exam using a visually rich format designed for the way your brain works. You'll find a full-length...
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Illustrated WPF (Expert's Voice in .Net)Apress, 2009

	Windows Presentation Foundation is Microsoft’s newest API for creating Windows applications. It gives the programmer the ability to produce dazzling, graphics–rich programs easily without having to delve into the messy details of the graphics subsystem.


	To use this power, however, the programmer must learn new concepts...
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Mobile Design Pattern Gallery, Color EditionO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		To name something is to begin to understand it.
	


	
		My five-year-old son, like many children, enjoys looking at clouds. A few weeks ago,
	
		he clued into the fact that different kinds of clouds had different names. And so, being
	
		of good geek stock, he proceeded to memorize them—cirrus, cumulus,...
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Mastering Windows Presentation Foundation: Master the art of building modern desktop applications on WindowsPackt Publishing, 2017

	Master the art of building modern desktop applications on Windows


	Key Features

	
		Learn how to use the MVVM software architectural pattern and see the benefits of using it with Windows Presentation Fountain (WPF)
	
		Explore various ways to enhance efficiency through performance tuning and UI...
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